ABOUT ME
Since I was a little
girl I would clutter
clear on a regular
basis, without
knowing of course,
that it was called
clutter clearing.
Many years later I found and read Karen
Kingston's international bestseller "Clear
your Clutter with Feng Shui" and was
hooked for life.
For two years I took courses and training
with Karen Kingston and became a certified
Clutter Clearing Practitioner.

As Above
so Below
As Within
so Without
As the
Universe
so the Soul
Hermes

From
Clutter to
Peace

Clutter Clearing is for you if
you are ready to downsize
you feel restricted by your clutter
clutter is suffocating your soul
you want to move forward in life

I love helping my clients free up their
energy, bring them more clarity, and help
them to get their life moving again. It starts
with creating a home that supports you in
living a life you love.
Come with me on a journey from Clutter to
Peace. I look forward working with you!

instead of living in the past
If you are interested and would like
more information, arrange a
FREE 20-minute telephone
consultation.

+1-604-209-5723

conny@connygraf.com

• www.connygraf.com •

WHAT IS CLUTTER ?
There are four categories of Clutter:
Things you do not use or love
Things that are untidy or disorganized
Too many things in too small a space
Anything unfinished

WHAT CLUTTER DOES TO US

WHAT HAPPENS IN A CONSULTATION?
During this hands-on process we will sort
through your things and find out if you still
want it, love it, and use it or if you are ready
to let it go.
You will learn techniques that give you
structure and you can use for the rest of your
life when you are clutter clearing on your own.

Clutter can leave us feeling:
stuck
overwhelmed
out of control
exhausted

We go deep to find out why you (still) have it.
which will allow you to make much easier,
and better-informed decisions about what to
keep and what to let go.

I feel freed from my stuff.
The feeling of having less clutter
trumps the feeling of collecting &
being a packrat.
Conny was very encouraging without
being pushy, extremely non-judgmental
and I felt very at ease with her.
She was amazing
to work with.
Rachel

I will never tell you to dispose of any item!
THE BENEFITS OF CLUTTER CLEARING
The stagnant energies that accumulate around
clutter can make you feel stuck in life.
Clearing them frees up your energy, brings
you more clarity and helps you to get your life
moving again.
Clutter Clearing helps us move towards our
dreams and goals by making space in our
lives for the things that are most important to
us. It can be an uplifting and life-changing
experience!
Clutter Clearing is spring cleaning on
a deeper level and with longer lasting
results.

I may advise and help you to gain insights
about how the clutter is affecting you (and
your loved ones), but the final decision about
whether you keep or dispose any item will
be entirely yours.
I will help you to understand why you feel the
need to accumulate the clutter in the first
place so that you will know how to prevent it
all piling up once more.
Consultations are completely confidential,
your personal information will not be shared
with anyone, ever.
3 hour sessions start at $150 + tax, and travel
time if applicable. 6 hour session and series
of 3 and 6 hour sessions are available too.

The lack of judgment gave
me courage to let myself be helped.
I really appreciated the system, tips,
and tools, they gave me clarity.
Hiring Conny is totally worth the money.
When you work with her, you end up
having clarity, hope, and so
much motivation.
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